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Abstract 
We consider abstract classes of matrices {x,/} satisfying some structural conditions 
and, in particular, satisfying a crucial assumption about the asymptotic distribution 
of eigenvalues. We prove a similar distribution property for classes of preconditioned 
matrices constrocted by using representants of .~,/. As a particular case, this result ap- 
plies to preconditioned matrices coming from several important contexts: Finite Differ- 
ences and Faedo-Ritz-Galerkin li ear systems associated with elliptic and semielliptic 
boundary value problems, very general Hermitian Toeplitz structures generated by mul- 
tivariate L I functions. This result answers in the positive some structural questions 
raised by Tyrtyshnikov [E. Tyrtyshnikov, Linear Algebra Appl. 207 (1994) 225-249] 
and by the author [S. Serra, Linear Algebra Appl. 267 (1997] 139-161; S. Serra, SIAM 
J. Numer. Anal., in press] in the Toeplitz context. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
A MS classification." 65F 10 
Keyword~: Linear positive operators; Faedo Ritz-Galerkin approximations: Finite differences 
methods; Toeplitz and locally Toeplitz slructures 
1. Introduction, motivations, and premises 
In this paper we address the problem of studying the spectral features of pre- 
conditioned matrices uch as eigenvalue localization and asymptotic eigenvalue 
distribution properties. In particular we focus our attention on the case where 
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both matrices and preconditioners belong to the same class of matrix sequences 
related to some functional symbol. Such a situation has been analyzed earlier 
for many special cases (for instance the Toeplitz one [10,38,25]), each with 
some strictly definite prescription on how the matrices come from the symbol. 
Here we follow a more general and abstract approach. What the results re- 
veal is that we may not be so precise and constructive, putting forth, instead, 
some general assumptions on the class of symbols (yet only in the Hermitian 
case). In particular first we assume that the relations between symbols and ma- 
trix sequences are described through the concept of linearity andpositivity. Sec- 
ond we suppose that the matrix sequences of the class have eigenvalues 
distributed as the symbol [38,39]. 
From this we deduce localization results and distribution results for the 
spectra of the preconditioned matrices. These theoretical derivations are then 
employed to obtain new results concerning Finite Differences preconditioned 
matrices, Faedo-Ritz-Galerkin preconditioned matrices and preconditioned 
(multilevel) Toeplitz matrices. We now give some notations. 
1.!. Definitions and notations 
Let us consider a class ,~ = {,4,,(a)},,e~ of n x n Hermitian matrices depend- 
ing on the function a:  f2 - ,  ~ where ~ is a probability set equipped with a 
probability measure # so that #{fl} = 1. In addition we assume that ,4,(.) is lin- 
ear and positive in the sense that for any f ,  g E L~,(fl) and ~, fl real constants, we 
require that A,,(otf + fig) = ¢Z,4n(f) + flA,(g) and that the matrices {`4,(a)} are 
all nonnegative definite if the symbol a is (essentially) nonnegative with regard 
to the measure #. 
We now assume that a E LP(fl) with 1 ~<p <~  and where ~( f l )  denotes the 
space of all the Lp(fl) functions with respect o the measure #. More specifical- 
ly, the relation J 'E  ~( f l )  indicates that f is #-measurable and 
3 / I l l "  d# < oo 
l u¢  
fl 
i fp < c~. We define MS as the minimum among the values C satisfying the re- 
lation 
#{x a :  Lf(x)l > c}  = 0. 
Consequently, the relation f E L~(fl) is equivalent to writing that f is #-mea- 
surable and that the essential supremum Ms of Lf[ is finite. In the following, for 
the sake of notational simplicity and when there is no ambiguity, we will omit 
the subscript # so that LP(f2) will mean LP(f~). 
We denote by {2/(a)}~.g, the complete set of the eigenvalues of A,,(a). The 
further crucial hypothesis is the following: for any function F E Co(~)= 
{F : F is continuous and limlxl_~0 F(x) = 0}, the ergodic formula 
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/ lim F(A,(a)) = F(a(x))dl~(X) (1) 
r/--.* oo  
[2 
holds true. Notice that the right-hand side of Eq. (1) makes sense because the 
function F(a(x)) is measurable and bounded over the probability space ([2,/~). 
Consider now the functions f ,  g E LP([2) with g essentially nonnegative and 
the related matrix sequences {An(f)} and {An(g)}. Then the preconditioned 
matrix Pn(f,g) is defined as .4+(g)An(f) where X + denotes the pseudo-inverse 
of Moore-Penrose [19:21]: notice that, in general, we cannot guarantee the inv- 
ertibility of the preconditioner A+,(g) but, by the assumption, we know that 
.4~(g) is Hermitian and nonnegative definite. 
By denoting by ~#t(.Q) = A/z([2) the space of the/z-measurable functions, as 
usually, we define the essential supremum R, = Rh(p), the essential infimum 
rh = rh(l~) and the esse:atial range ~.z(h)  of a function h E ./l/z(~) as follows: 
rh = sup{c: #{x E [2: h(x) < c} = 0}, 
Rh = inf{C: p{x E [/: h(x) > C}  = 0} 
and y E ~,(h)  if fo~ any positive ¢ the #-measure of the set {x E [2: 
y - e < h(x) < y + ~} is positive. 
With these notations, we prove that: 
1. each nonzero eigenvalue of Pn(f, g) is contained in the set Jr, R] with r = rf/g 
and R = Rf/g; 
2. if the function g is ,;parsely vanishing i.e./~{x E ~ : g(x)  = 0} = 0, then the 
topological closure of the eigenvalues of all the matrices {Pn Or, g) }n is con- 
tained in [r, R] U {0} and contains g~( f /g ) ;  
3. if the function g ~s sparsely vanishing, then the sets of the eigenvalues 
{An = {Alnl}l ~<i~<n]~ of the matrices {Pn(f,g)}n satisfy the subsequent ergo- 
dic formula; for any function F E C0(~R), the following limit relation 
lim F(Jl} hI) = F( f /g )  d~e(x) (2) 
n- -~R i=l 
holds true. 
More precisely the preceding relation holds for a wider class of test functions 
F. This class, indica'~ed with Rz(f, g), is the topological closure with respect o 
the infinity norm of simple functions of the form ~ ~Ch(s~, t~). Here K is a 
finite set of indices,, Ch(X) denotes the characteristic function of the set X and 
the real values s; and t, are such that / z{xE[2 : f /g=s~}= 
#{x E f~ : f /g = ti} = O. 
The interesting fact is that we start with the families of matrices {An(f)} and 
{An(g)} where f ,g  ~/Y(f2) and we obtain a formula for the family of rrecon- 
ditioned matrices involving f /g  which is/~ measurable but, in general, not 
integrable. However, the right-hand side of the proved relation (2) makes sense 
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because F( f /g )  is ,u measurable and bounded and consequently it belongs to 
it is important o remark that all this theory can be extended with more gen- 
eral notations (but unchanged proofs) to the case where the sequences of ma- 
trices depend on a vector of functions instead of a single symbol. The reason 
for which we consider this generalization is simple and is suggested by impor- 
tant applications. In fact, the discretization of differential equations with boun- 
dary conditions when using Finite Differences or Finite Elements leads to 
sequences of matrices which depend on vectors of functions with two compo- 
nents [29,37,33,32]. 
1.2. The "vector" case 
Let ~'  = {A,,(a)},,~ be a class ofn x n Hermitian matrices depending on the 
vector of functions a = (al, . . . .  ak) where, for any j E { 1, . . . .  k}, the function 
aJ : t2j ---, ~ is defined over the probability set f2~ equipped with the probability 
measure ltj. Let us assume that A,,(a) is l inear and positive with respect o each 
component aj where j E / c { 1, . . . .  k}. Here the set I must be nonempty and 
can be a proper subset of { ! , . . . ,  k}. More precisely, for any j E I, ~,/'/E 9~ 
I and./~ g belonging to L] (f2i) = L~,,(f2i), we require that 
A,, (a~ . . . .  , a i-~, ~.I" + f~g, a i~, . . . .  , ak ) = ~, ,  (a, . . . . .  ai-~, f .  a,+ I. . . . .  ak ) 
+ [iA,,(ai, . . . .  ai I,g, ai, I . . . . .  a.,..) 
and that the matrix 
A, , (a l  . . . . .  a t  . . . . .  
is nonnegative definite if the vector a is {essentially) componentwise nonnega- 
tive. 
We now suppose that aj E Lt~'(Oj)~ where j E { i , . . . ,  k}, 1 <~pj <~ • and the 
further ergodic hypothesis: for any continuous function F E C0(91). the formu- 
la 
,, ,) 
lim -1 i~l F(,;i(a) = F ai(x j dlll(xl ) ... dl~(.,c~) 
l-I~,., 
i I 
(3) 
' /  
o, ,  l -b , ;  . 
holds true. where {2,(a)},. ,, indicates the set of the eigenvalues of A,,(a) and 
where the right-hand side ef Eq. (3) is well defined since the function 
F (H~ l a~(xj)) is measurable and bounded over the whole probability space 
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Let us fix the (k - l)-dimensional vector of nonnegative functions 
(al, . .  . ,ai_ l ,aj . j ,  .. .,a~) 
and the functions .f,g E L~'(~i) with g essentially nonnegative. Let us call 
A,,(f ; j )  and A,(R;j) the n xn  matrices A,,(al . . . . .  a j - l , f ,  aj+l, . . . ,ak) and 
.4,a(al,...,aj-l,g, aj~-i,...,ak) respectively. Then the preconditioned matrix 
P,,(f ,g; j)  is defined as A,~(g;j)A,,(f;j). 
Denoting by ./[j(fl/) the space of the p j-measurable functions and following 
the same notations as in the scalar case, when j E I, we prove that: 
!. each nonzero eigenvalue of P,,(f ,g; j)  is contained in the set It.R] with 
r = rr/~. and R = Rr/z; 
2. if the functions a; are all sparsely vanishing i.e. t~;{x E ~ : a;(x) = 0} = 0, 
and aj = g, then the topological closure of the eigenvalues of all the matrices 
{P,,(f,g;j)},, is contained in [r.R] U {0} and contains ~.~j( f /g)  where for 
any It#measurable function h : flj ---, 9~ the set ~.~;(h) denotes the essential 
range of h with respect o the measure ttj; 
3. if the functions a; are all sparsely vanishing and a; < g. then the sets of the ei.- 
genvalues {A,, = {21 "1 }l ~i~,,},, of the matrices {P,,(f,g;j)},, satisfy the subse- 
quent ergodic form ula; for any fuoction F E G~(~), the foUowing limit relatioa 
" f lim -1 ~F(). I , , , )  = F ( f /g )  d~ti(xi) (4) 
holds true. 
As in the "scalar" case, the preceding relation holds for a wider class of test 
functions ~" denoted by Ri(.f,.g) = R;,, (f, g). 
Therefc~re we assume an ergodic formula for the spectra of {A,,(a)},, and 
{A,,(b)},, where a; =f ,b ;  =g E L~'(~'2;) and we inter a new formula for the 
family of preconditioned matrices involving f ig  which is I'; measurable but, 
in general, not integn~.ble. 
In the "vector" case with k = 2, these results are connected to the design and 
the analysis of efficient iterative methods [4i] (optimal, superlinear etc. [629]) 
for Finite Differences [14] and Faedo-Ritz-Galerkin [8] linear systems associ- 
ated with elliptic and semielliptic boundt~ry value problems [8]. In the scalar 
case these theorems can be used in the context of very general Hermitian Toep- 
litz linear systems generated by multivariate L ~ functions [39]. In particular, 
these results give information about the spectral ocalization/distribution f 
the eigenvalues of preconditioned matrices constructed according to the sug- 
gestions of the theoretical results. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the main results in 
the scalar case. Section 3 is devoted to the generalizations in which the se- 
quences of matrices depend on vectors of symbols. In Section 4 we discuss 
the applications and the questions raised by Tyrtyshnikov in his paper [38]. 
A conclusion section ends the paper. 
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2. Main results 
Let us begin with some theoretical results on linear positive operators 
proved in [32]. 
We take two general inear function spaces ~" = ~(A, w) and f~ = C~(B, w) 
where w is a scalar field with a total ordering, A and B are sets and where 
f E ~r and g E ('3 if the function f satisfies a property ~ and the function f 
satisfies a property ~,~, respectively. In this way f ~ ~" and g E ~ indicate that 
f : A ~ w, g : B ---, w; moreover the two structural properties ~,  and ~ are 
stable under linear combinations in the sense that from ~t, fl ~ w,f~ ,f2 E ~ and 
gl, g2 E (~, it follows that the properties ~ and ~,~ hold for ~Ji + flf2 and 
~tg~ + fig2, respectively. 
Now let us take a linear positive operator (LPO) 4) : ~ ~ (~ where the con- 
cept of positivity is with respect o the partial ordering induced in ~" and (¢ by 
the ordering of w: if f E ~ is nonnegative then ~(f)  is nonnegative in (#. On 
the other hand, the concept of linearity ~(~tf + fig) = ~( f )  + fiR(g) is the 
natural one. 
Definition 2.1. A linear positive operator 4) is said to be strong (SLPO) if 
~(f)  > 0 when f is nonnegative and not identically zero. 
Theorem 2.1 [32]. Let f E ~ and g E ~ with g >>. 0; let us suppose that 4) is 
SLPO. I f  f /g is not constant hen 
inff_ < 4(I") < 
c g ~ sup'-fc g 
where C is the set where g or fa re  nonzero: C = {x e A : g(x) ~ 0 or f(x) ~ 0}. 
Otherwise ~( f ) /~(g)  - f /g = k for some constant k E w. 
Theorem 2.2 [32]. Let f E .~ and g E ~ with g >>. 0; let us suppose that • is 
LPO. I f  f ig  is not constant hen 
inf._ f ~< ¢~(f___2) ~<SUcPf_ 'g  
c g ~(g) 
where C is the set where g or fa re  nonzero. Otherwise ~( f ) /~(g)  - f /g = k for  
some constant k E w. In addition if f is nonnegative, then the sets where ¢~(f) and 
• (g) vanish coincide. 
Now we link the classes of matrices {A,(a)}, with the concept of linear and 
positive operators. Let us fix the dimension  and the nonnegative functions 
al , . .  •, aj_ i, aj+l,. •., ak belonging to the spaces L~ j (~j), respectively. The index 
j is supposed to belong to the set I of the indices for which the matrix An (a) is 
aj-linear. In this way, by denoting with BILH (c~,, 91) the linear space of the 
homogeneous, elf-adjoint quadratic forms from ~" to 91, the operator 
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A,,(a,,. .. ,aj_, , f  , aj+,,. ..,ak) =-- (/)(f) : L~(I2)) ---> BILH(~n, ~) 
is linear and positive (LPO). The proof of this statement is trivial and follows 
from the assumptions made on the classes {~d} with zd = {A,(a)},: it is en- 
ough to observe that inf.. unq, Or)u, with u ~ ~", is a nonnegative quantity 
when f i s  essentially nonnegative or, in other words, that vnq,(f)u is a bilinear 
form represented by the Hermitian nonnegative definite matrix A. ( f ; j )=  
A,(at , . . . ,  a j - l , f  , aj+l,..., ak). Of course, if k = 1 then A,OC;j) = An(f). 
2.1. Localization results 
Definition 2.2. Let us assume that j E I and let us fix the nonnegative functions 
ai for any i # j. Then, by choosing a nonnegative function g, the precondi- 
tioned matrix P.(f, g;j) is defined as A. + (g; j)A,,(f; j) where the preconditioner 
A,,(g;j) is Hermitian and nonnegative definite. When k = ! it is clear that we 
can drop out the index j and so Pn(f,g;j) = P,~(f,g) is defined as A+.(g)A,,(f) 
where the preconditioner is An(g). 
The following lemma is a preparatory result for Theorem 2.3. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A, B two n x n Hermitian matrices with B nonnegative definite 
and u a nonzero vector of ~". Let us denote with ker(X) the null space of a matrix 
X. The following three statements hold true. 
1. I f  uHBu = 0, then u E ker(B). 
2. In general, from equation unAu = 0 does not follow that u E ker(A). 
3. I f  there exists rE ~ such that, Jbr any x E ~n, rxnBx<<.xUAx and 
uttAu = unBu = 0, then u E ker(A). 
Proof. The first two parts are trivial consequences of the Schur decomposition. 
(3) The inequality rxnBx <<, xnAx is equivalent to writing that A - rB is Her- 
mitian and nonnegative definite. Moreover, by linearity, we find 
un(A- rB)u=0 and, therefore, in the light of (I), we deduce that 
u E ker(A - rB) and u E ker(B). Finally (A - rB)u = 0 and Bu = 0 implies that 
Au = 0 and the proof is completed. [] 
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumption that g is nonnegative, each nonzero 
eigenvalue of P,(f, g; j) belongs to [r, R]. Here r and R are the essinf and the 
esssup of flg taken at the set C where the functions f and g are not both vanishing 
and with regard to the measure 19. I;~ addition if r and R are finite, then the kernel 
of the matrices A+(g;j) and An('-,:j) is contained into the kernel of An(f ;j). 
Finally if O < r<~R < ~ then the kernels of An(f ;j) and A~(g;j) coincide. 
Proof. The proof is closely related to the ones of Theorems 2.3 and 5.1 of [32]. 
Let us consider u E ~g". Then, by the assumption 
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rg<~f <~Rg 
it follows 
,-u"~(g)u ~< u"~(/')u ~< Ru"~(g)u. (5) 
Therefore, when r and R are finite, in the light of the first and of the third part 
of Lemma 2. I, the subspace of the eigenvectors related to the null eigenvalue of 
~(g) is clearly contained in the null space of ~(f). Moreover, if r > 0 and 
R < c~ then we find also that 
R-tuh'~(f)u <~ u"q~(g)u <~ r-lUh'~(f)u 
and then the two null spaces of ~(f)  and ~(g) coincide. Finally, when u"~(g)u 
is strictly positive, from inequality (5), it follows that 
r ~< uH~(f)u uttq~(g)u <~ R 
and then all the other eigenvalues of P,,(f,g;j) belong to [r, R]. [] 
Theorem 2.4. Tile same statements hoM as in Theorem 2.3 with (r,R) instead of  
[r,R] and without the exception of  the zero eigem,alue ~]" ~( f )= 
A,(al, . . . .  ai--i ,./, aj ~l,. . . ,  ak) is a strong LPO that is i]'it maps the nonnegative 
anti not identically zero fimction f into a positiz~e dt~finite n x n matrix where at, 
.lbr an v i ~: j, are fixed, nonnegatire and not Mentically zero. 
To have a better understanding o1" this case, we can think of the Toeplitz ma- 
trices [12,42] (see Section 3.1.1). By the Szeg6 Theory [12], if .f>~0, 
f E L ~ [-n, n] and is not identically essentially zero, then the resulting matrices 
{T,,(./')} are Hermitian and positive definite. Now compare the statement of 
Theorem 2.4 with Theorem 3.1 [10], Tht:orem 2.4 [22], Theorem 2.1 [26], The- 
orem 3. I [27], Theorem 4.4 [9]: in all these results we have strong inequalities. 
On the other hand, compare the statement of Theorem 2.3 with Theorem i [4], 
Theorem 2.2 [27] or Lemma 2 [5]: in all these results we have weak inequalities. 
It is evident hat all these results are corollaries of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. Con- 
versely, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are a "matrix interpretation" of the more general 
(and simpler!) Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 proved in [32]. 
2.2. Ergodic attd distrihution results 
For the other results we make a heavy use of assumptions on the distribu- 
tion of the eigenvalues tated in Eqs. (1) and (3). For notational simplicity 
we prove the results in detail only in the scalar case. The vector case is sketched 
in Section 3 (for details see [31]). 
We call 2~(a) the eigenvalues of A,(a) and we suppose that Eq. (1) holds for 
any function F E C0('J1). 
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The given assumption can be used to localize (asymptotically and up to o(n) 
elements) the position of the eigenvalues ( ee also [42] for a proof in the Toep- 
litz case). 
Lemma 2.2 [31]. Let a E LP(~2) and let us suppose that 
u{x  : a (x )  = s o r  a (x )  = t} = O. (6) 
Then the number N(s, t, n) of eigenvalues of  A,,(a) belonging to (s, t),s < t, is as- 
ymptoticai to c(s,t)n with c(s,t) =/a{x E [2: a E (s,t)}. The same is true if the 
special cases (s, t) = (-c~, 0) or (s, t) = (0, c~) are considered. 
When the measure C of the set 
{x E (2 : a=sora - - t}  
is positive, we cannot conclude the same thing because a lot of eigenvalues ac- 
cumulate closely to s or t (more precisely Cn + o(n) eigenvalues are in any E 
neighborhood of s or t). In this case the number of eigenvalues belonging to 
(s, t), s < t satisfies the following inequalities 
c(s,t)n + o(n) <~N(s,t,n) <~ (c(s,t) + C)n + o(n). 
For the main result (Theorems 2.5 and 2.6) about the distribution of the ei- 
genvalues of the preconditioned matrix we need some definitions and the pre- 
liminary Lemma 2.3. 
Definition 2.3. Given f E. / / (~) then a point .'~ E t2 is an essei~t~al zero o f f  if for 
any ~ > 0 and for any neighborhood T(k) of k of positive u-measure, we have 
i {x x > 0. 
Definition 2.4. Given f E .¢/(t2), a real value y and a point .~ E t2, then f(~) = y 
essentially if.~ is an essential zero of the function f (x)  -y .  
Definition 2.5. A function f E .J#([2) is l~-sparsely vanishing is the set of its 
essential zeros has zero p measure. 
Definition 2.6. Let f ,g  E LP([2). Let S~,(f;g) be the set of the simple functions 
of the form 
EO~i Ch(si, ti), si, ti E ~,  si ~ ti, 
iEK 
where K is a finite set of indices, Ch(X) denotes the characteristic function of 
the set Xand/~{x E ~:  f /g = st} = p{x E ~:  f /g = b} = O. 
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Definition 2.7. Let f ,  g E IV(t2). The symbol R~,(f; g) indicates the topological 
closure with respect o the infinity norm of the simple functions Sj,(f;g). 
Lenuna 2.3. Let A, B be two n x n Hermitian matrices with B nonnegative 
definite and whose null space has dimension k. Let us denote by No (X), N+ (X) and 
N_ (X) the number of zero, positive and negative igenvalues of the matrix X, 
respectively. The following two statements hold true. 
1. The matrices B+A and (B+ )I/2A(B+) I/2 have the same spectrum (the same ei- 
genvalues with the same algebraic multiplicities). 
2. The matrices B+A and A have "almost" the same inertia (if k << n): more 
precisely, No(A) <<. No(B+A) <~ No(A) + k, N+(A) - k <~ N÷(B+A) <<. N+(A) and 
N_(A) - k <~ N_(B+A) <<. N_(A). 
Proof. (1) First by we observe that (B+A)n = AB + since B,B + and A are 
Hermitian. Now let us consider u E ker(B) = ker(B ÷) = ker((B +) 1/2). Evident- 
ly 
AB+u = (B+)I/2A(B+)I/2u = O. 
Secoadly take u eigenvector of AB + with u not belonging to the null space of B 
AB+u = 2u. 
Therefore the vector v = (B~)l/:u is not zero. By direct computation we obtain 
(/J+)~/2A (B +)1/2v = (B + )'/2AB+u = (B ~ )z/22u = 2v. 
Finally each eigenvalue of AB + is also an eigenvalue of (B +) t/"A (B +) i/2 and vice 
versa. Moreover the latter matrix is Hermitian and has real eigenvalues. Since 
the eigenvalues of (B+A)n = AB + are the conjugated of the eigenvalues of B+A 
the claimed thesis follows. 
Now set 
C = (B+)l/2A(g+)t/2. 
Since C is Hermitian it follows that it has an orthogonal basis of eigenvectors. 
It is interesting to observe that this fact does not imply that B+A and AB ÷ pos- 
sess a basis of eigenvectors: therefore the geometric multiplicities of an eigen- 
value 2 of C and AB + can be different. 
On the other hand, the algebraic multiplicities coincide because the matrices 
AB + and C have the same characteri~,t,.'c polynomial. To see this, we follow the 
following "topological" argument. 
Let X be a Hermitian positive definite matrix and F be a generic complex 
matrix. Then the matrices FX and Xt/2FX 1/2 are similar. Consequently their 
characteristic polynomials px.i (2) and px.2(2) coincide identically. Now set: 
.~e+,0 = {X : X = X n, X is positive semidefinite}, 
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6e + = {X : X = X n, X is positive definite} c ~+,o. 
It is evident that 6e + is an open dense subset of 6e+,o. Therefore, for any 
Xo ~ ~,+,0, there exists a sequence {X(h)} h with X(h) c 6 e+ so that: 
l im X(h) = X0, 
h---*oo 
Pxch),~ ( ;t) = Px~h~,2 (  ). 
Therefore, by the continuity of the product between matrices, by the continuity 
of px,~(,l) with regard to X for i = 1,2, and since limh_.~ X(h) = Xo, we infer 
that 
pxo,~ (~ ) - pxo,2 (~ ) . 
The instance of X0 = B ÷ and F = A concludes the proof. 
(2) From (1), it is enough to prove the statement for the matrices A and 
(B+)I/2A(B+) I/2. But B is nonnegative definite with exactly k zero eigenvalues: 
therefore the inertia is preserved up to k zero eigenvalues which can decrease 
the number of the negative ones or can decrease the number of the positive 
ones or can increase the number of the zero ones. [] 
Theorem 2.5. Let us assume that the function g is nonnegative and sparsely 
vanishing, then the eigenvalues 21 ") of the matriccs {P,(f,g)}n enjoy an ergodic 
formula, i.e, for any simple.function F E S/~(f ;g), it follows 
" f lira -1 ~--,F(~.l,0) = F(f /g)  d~(x). (7) 
Proof. Since F is a finite linear combination of characteristic functions and both 
the left-hand and right-hand sides ot" Eq. (7) are linear with respect o the 
argument F, we can prove the result for a single characteristic function 
Ch(s, t) with s < t. In addition, we have 
Ch(s, t) = Ch(s, ~)  - Ch([t, e~)) 
and #{x E ~:  f /g  = t} = 0, therefore it is enough to prove the result for the 
characteristic functions of the half-lines like (s, oe). Notice that, due to the 
boundedness of Ch(s, ~) ,  it follows that the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is well 
defined and makes sense. Thetcl'ore we have to prove the equality of the two 
quantities. 
First let us consider F = Ch(s, ec) and 
n 
 r(C) = e l i :  > s}. 
i--=1 
Because the function g is nonnegative and sparsely vanishing, in the light of 
Lemma 2.2 and by virtue of the positivity of the matrix operator A,(-), it 
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follows that the preconditioner An(g) is nonnegative definite and its null eigen- 
values are at most o(n). Consequently, by (1) of Lemma 2.3, we deduce that 
Pn(f,g) = A,+(g)An(f) and (A + (g))l/"A,,(f)(A+,(g))l/2 have the same character- 
istic polynomial and therefore this is true for 
Pn(f ,g ) -  sl and T~ = (A+,(g))l/"A,(f)(A+(g)) I/2 - sl. 
Now by (2) of Lemma 2.3, the matrices T~. and Y, = A~,/2(g)T.~A~,/2(g) have the 
same inertia up to within an error of o(n) eigenvalues. Since 
= P(A , , ( f )  - sAn(g) )P ,  
where the orthogonal projector P equals 1/2 + A,, (g)(A n (g))1/2 again by the com- 
bined application of (l) and (2) of Lemma 2.3, we infer that ~ and 
An( f ) -  sAn(g) have the same "asymptotical" inertia. To SUl~imarize, up to 
within an error of o(n) eigenvalues, the matrix A,,(f) - sA,(g) has the same in- 
ertia as the matrix P, (f ,  g) - sl. In other words, counting the eigenvalues of the 
preconditioned matrix, which are greater than s, is equivalent, up to within an 
error whose magnitude is o(n), to count the positive eigenvalues of the matrix 
An(f) - sA,(g). NOW we use the iinearity of the matrices An(a) with respect o 
a and then, up to within an error of o(n), the number of positive eigenvalues 
of P , ( f ,g ) - s I  coincides with the number of positive eigenvalues of 
A,,(f - sg). Now p{x E ~ : .f - sg = 0} = p{x E t2 : .f /g = s} + p{x E [2: 
f (x)  = g(x) = 0} and, by the assumptions, p{x E (2 : f (x)  = g(x) = 0} = 0 
(g is sparsely vanishing) and ll{x E O:.] ' /g = s} = 0 since, by definition of 
S,(/'; g), s does not belong to the set where the image-measure via f /g  accumu- 
lates. Finally, we find that 
p{x E [2: {l" " sg) =0)} =0 
and, in the light of Lemma 2.2, we have that the number N(0, c¢, n) of the pos- 
itive eigenvalues of A,,(f-sg) is asymptotical to c(0,oo)n with 
c(0, oc) = p{x E t2 : .f(x) - sg(x) > 0}. This fact, in formulas, is equivalent to 
writing 
) (n) 
#{i:  .,, >s} =p{xE~: f (x ) - sg(x )  >O}n+o(n) 
= ltIx E a .  f (x) /g(x)  > s}n + o(n). 
Finally. by recalling that F = Ch(s, o¢), it is trivial to recognize that the latter 
equation is equivalent to the claimed thesis 
V" ! " f lim -1 ..,F(:."I) = F( f /g )  dp(x). [] n~ x 11 i I 
Theorem 2.6. Ureter the assumptions of  the preceding result we have that the 
eigenvahws ~,I "1 of  the matrices {P, ( f  , g)},, satis.l~v an ergodicJbrmula, i. e,Jbr anj, 
bounded function F E R~, ( f  ; g), it follows 
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" f lim -1 ~F(21,,I ) = F( f  /g) dl,(x). (8) n ~  t l  
Proof. By definition of R~,(f;g), it follows that F can be approximated in 
infinity norm, by simple functions belonging to the set S~,(f;g). More 
specifically, for any positive e there exists a finite collection of indices L and 
points & < ti so that 
la{XE~2:. f /g=si} =p{xEa: f /g=t i}=0 (9) 
and F, = }-'~,e/, e~ Ch(s~, t;) with HF - E [] ~ ~< e. From the crucial equation (9), it 
follows that we do not find clusters of eigenvalues around the points s, or b. 
Therefore 
I FF().I,,)) (2 ")) + h(Q 
/1 
with [h(e)[ ~< e. Moreover, since I[F - F, [[~ ~< e. it simply follows that 
[f -- )(f/g) du(x) (F F, 
which completes the proof. [] 
Some remarks are needed: all the ergodic results like the Szeg6 formula [12] 
and its extensions [I,20,43,39,36,35,34] are stated by assuming F to be contin- 
uous with bounded support. Actually all the results are still vahd if no assump- 
tions are made on the support of F but we suppose that F is continuous and 
vanishing at infinity, i.e., F E G)(91). 
The following simple result links this assumption with our class of tcst func- 
tions. 
Theorem 2.7. If F E Rl,(/';g) then F is continuous at v .for any y so that 
p{x E ~ : f /g = y} > O. Moreover we have 
G,('~) = ~ R,,(f : g). 
/ ,gE/J ' (t~),g >1 0 
Proof. We first observe that if F c S~,(f;g) then, by definitioo, there exists 
5 > 0 so that F is constant and then continuous over (y - 6,y + 6) fol a~y y so 
that p{x E t2 : f ig  =y} > 0. If F E Rj,(f;g), then ibr any E > 0 we find a 
simple function E of S1,(f;g ) for which [[F-  F,[[~ < e. Therefore, from the 
continuity of each F, at y, we deduce the continuity of F at 3'. 
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The second part is a trivial consequence of the first one: consider the set of 
pairs St ={( f ,g=yf )v~+} with nonnegative f and the set of pairs 
$2 = {(f ,g = Yf)y~,a-} ~vitl~ nonpositive f If F E n,g,Es, R~,(f ;g) then F is 
continuous for any y E ffl. In addition, since each function of the space 
S~,(f;g) is bounded and with bounded support, it follows that any 
F ~ Rj, Or;g) is also bounded ((L ~, I1" I1~) is a Banach space) and so that 
liml~l-.oo F(lxl) = 0. Therefore F E C0(~R). 
Finally take F E C0(9t). It is evident hat F is contained in Rt,(f; g) for any 
f ,  g E LP([2), with g i> 0. [] 
We want to stress the necessity of an assumption made in Theorems 2.5 and 
2.6. Actually, if the symbol a is not/z-sparsely vanishing then the related state- 
ments get false. Let us consider f2 = [0, 1] equipped with the usual Lebesgue 
measure and let us take a piecewise continuous function a over f2. Let us define 
the simple class of diagonal matrices ~¢ = {An(a)} defined as 
I l/ 
(A. (a) ) j j  = ay +-  a(t) dt 
n 
o 
with 
a j=(n+ I)fa(t)dtl t j=[xj_t ,x j ] ,  
t, 
and xj = j /n, j  = 0, . . . ,  n. It is trivial to verify that An(a) is linear and positive 
with respect to our definitions. It is also a trivial check to prove that the ergodic 
formula 
n / 
lim l F(2,. )=  F(aCt)) dt 
n--*o~ n 
10,11 
holds true with ,tl') = (A,(a))~.~. 
Conversely, the ergodic formula for the eigenvalues of the preconditioned 
matrices does not hold. Let us take the following functions: 
- l if t e [0,0.25], 
f(t) = 0 if t ~ (0.25,0.5), 
1 if t ~ [0.5, I], 
1 if t ~ [0,0.25] U [0.5, l], 
g(t)= 0 if t E (0.25, 0.5). 
As usual we con~ider the ratio f /g  only over C that is over the set wherefand g
are not simultaneously vanishing. Therefore taking F = Ch(0, ~], that is the 
characteristic function of the nonnegative real numbers, and by considering 
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the integral appearing in (1) calculated over C, we expect O(n/3) eigenvalues of 
P,(f ,g; j )  clustered around -1 and O(2n/3) eigenvalues clustered around I. 
This fact is false since, by direct computation, the eigenvalues 
2j = (An(f))jJ(An(g))jj of Pn(f,g;j) have a substantial different distribution. 
-I +0.25/n 1+075/,, with multiplicity n/4, 
with multiplicity n/4, 2j= 
!+025/, with multiplicity n/2. 1 +0.75/n 
In fact n/4 + O(1) eigenvalues cluster around 1/3 which does not belong to the 
essential range of f /g .  Finally, notice that this fact contradicts Theorems 2.5 
and 2.6, but not their Corollary 2.1. 
2.3. Some consequences 
Corollary 2.1. The topological closure S of the set of the eigenvalues of all the 
matrices {Pn(f ,g)}n is contained in [r, R] t.J {0}. I f  g is p-sparsely vanishing then 
the set S contains o~u( f  /g). 
Proof. In the light of Theorem 2.3, we find that, for any n ~ I~, each eigenvalue 
of P,(f ,g) is zero or belongs to [r,R]. Therefore the topological closure is 
contained in the set [r, R] U {0}. To prove the second part, it is enough to 
invoke Theorem 2.6. [] 
Actually, by using Theorem 2.6, we can obtain a result about "the degree 
of accumulation" of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix in any 
oFen set (s,t) contained in g~¢,(f/g). More precisely, the following result 
holds true. 
Corollary 2.2. / f  the function g is p-sparsely vanishing then, with regard to 
preconditioned matrices Pn (f, g), for any y E O~u~,'J/g), 
lim inf N(y - 4,y + 4, n) 
n~ n 
>i c0, ' -  ¢,y + 4) >0,  
where c(y - 4,y + 4) = p{x E 12 : f (x)  E O' - 4,y + 4)}. Moreover, for any 
y E [r,R] \ 8~, ( f /g ) ,  for any positive 4 small enough, wc lind N(y - c, 
y + 4, n) = o(n). Here N(s, t, n) indicates the number of eigenvalues of P,(f, g) 
lying in (s,t). 
Proof. It is enough to follow the proof of Theorem 2.5 when a single 
characteristic function is considered. [ ]  
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3. The vector case 
We call 2;(a) the eigenvalues ofA,(a) = A,(al, . . .  ,ak) and we suppose that 
the following equation holds 
lira )-"f(2,(a)) = F ai(xj dF,(xl)...d,uk(Xk) 
n--* ~c n 
k 
1=1 
for any function F ~ C0(91). Moreover we set Sj(f;g) = S~,,U';g) and Rj(f; 
g) = R,,, 0r; g). 
Under these assumptions the following vector generalizations can be proved 
(see [311 for details). 
Theorem 3.1 [311. Let us fix j E I. I f  the Junctions ai, i ~ j  and g are all 
nonnegative and sparsely vanishing, then the eigenvalues 2, (.n) of the matrices 
{P,(f ,g; j)}.  satisfy an ergodic formula, i.e, ]'or any function F E Rj(f;g), it 
.follows 
lim I '~F(21" I )=/F ( f /g )  dFj(x./). (10) 
Theorem 3.2 [31]. l f  F E R~(f ;g) then F is continuous at y ,lbr any y so that 
#j( {x E [2i : f /g = Y}) > 0. Moreover we have 
= ['l n, ff;g). 
l',gELly(Oi),g >~ 0 
The f01k, wing aensity results are now easy corollaries. 
Corollary 3.1 [31]. Let us fix j E I. The topological closure S of the set of the 
eigenvahtes of all the matrices {P,(f, g;j)}, is contained 01 [r, R] U {0}. I f  a!! the 
functions ai, i ~ j and g are sparsely vanishing then the set S contains c7~i ~/'/g). 
Corollary 3.2 [3 !]. Let us fix j E 1. 1fall the functions ai, i ¢ j and g are sparsely 
t,anishing then, with regard to wecomfitioned matrices Pn(f,g;j), ]br any 
y 
lim inf N(y - e ,y  + ~, n) 
n --. ~'x~, n 
>~ c(y -  e,y + e) >0, 
where c (y -e ,y+e)  = l~y{x E Qj. f(x) C O' -e ,y+e)} .  
y E [r,R] \ ,~Y~4Or/g), ]'or any positive c small 
Moreover, for any 
enough, we find 
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NO, - c,y + c, n) = o(n). Here N(s, t, n) indicates the number of eigenvalues of 
P,,(f ,g;j) lying in (s,t). 
3.1. Some noteworthy applications and relations with the literature 
3.1.1. The p-level Toeplitz case 
Let us consider very general Toeplitz structures d = {7;,(f)} depending on 
a real-valued L~ function f defined over the multidimensional cube Qp with 
Q= [-rr, r¢]. 
Here the matrix T,,(f) has a p-level structure (see for instance [39]). In par- 
ticular, sett ing n = (nl ,  n2 . . . .  , np) • ~V [,  N(n) = nln2.., np, k = (kl, k2 , . . . ,  kp), 
s = (Sl,S2,..., sp),t = (t l ,t2,. . .  ,tp),kj, sj, tj • {-n j , . . .  ,hi} and.," = (xl,x2, 
... ,xp) we have ' /  [T,(f)]~.,=as_,, a,=[2rr]# f(x)e-ilk-~)dx, i2=-1 .  ( l l )  
Qp 
Therefore the matrix Z,(f) has an external dimension l x m, with (p - l)-lev- 
el Toeplitz blocks of dimension (n~... np) x (n2... rip). The description is nat- 
urally recursive so that, when we arrive to express the first level, we find the 
elements {a,} formally determined in Eq. (11). 
For instance, for p = 2, the expression [T,(f)](s ,,.,,).(',,,:) indicates the entry of 
position (s2, t2) in the block (sl, tt) which is equal to as,_,,.s:-,. 
In the paper [38], the amhor proves {see Theorem 5.1 [38]) the distribution as 
f ig  of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices {P, (f, g) = T,,-I (g) T,,(f) } 
when the following conditions are verified: 
® f ,g  • L ~, 
• g is essentially positive that is essinf g = rg > 0, 
• T,(f) and T,(g) are the n x n Hermitian Toeplitz matrices generated (see Eq. 
(2.5), [38]) by f and g respectively. 
Owing to the classical results of Szeg6 [12] and the very recent extension and 
contributions [39,40], the following facts are known: if f E Lt[Q °] with 
Q = [-n, hi, then: 
• T,,(f) is definite positive if f is just nonnegative and not identically zero, 
• T,,(otf + fig) = aT,(f) + #T,(g). 
Moreover the following ergodic theorem holds. 
:('~) be Theorem 3.3 (Szeg6-Tyrtyshnikov [12,39,40]). Let f • L ! (QP, ~) and let ".i 
the eigenvalues of Tn(f). Then, Jot any continuous function F with bounded 
supporl, the following asymptotic formu!a Ohe Szeg6 relation)holds true 
t N(n) f lim '---L--~('F(2!"~ - 1 ,,_~N(n)~=l , ,  , [2~1 p F(f(x)) dx. (12) 
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Notice that Eq. (12) is exactly in the spirit of the general assumption (3): 
here the probability space is (~, #) with t2 = Q~' and/~ = m/[2n] p, (the Haar 
measure of a p-dimensional torus) m denoting the usual Lebesgue measure over 
From all these consideration we deduce that the class {T,(f)} is linear, 
strongly positive and satisfies the assumption (3) about the distribution of its 
eigenvalues. Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.1 and by applying this theo- 
rem, we instanly extend Theorem 5.1 of [38] to these more general and more 
natural assumptions: 
• f ,  g E L I, 
• g is essentially nonnegative (rg I> 0) and sparsely vanishing. 
Notice that the extension of Theorem 5.1 of [38] completely agrees with the 
numerical experiments and the theoretical analyses performed in [30,25]. In 
particular, in [25], we observed that a special ordering of the eigenvalues of 
each Pn (f, g) describes the shape of the function f ig  very. precisely (also the 
presence of a vertical tangent is detected!). Now this numerical behavior has 
a theoretical explanation which is contained in the specific application of The- 
orem 3.1. 
3.1.2. The case of elliptic: and semieiliptic differential operators 
Set 12 = [0, 1]. Let us consider the function a E L t [[2] and the differential 
problem 
f ,~k d k d k =b(x) one= (0,1), (13) 
u tj)(x) = 0, j = 0, . . . ,  k - 1, on 0~. 
Now consider the "weak formulation" of the proposed problem [8] and use 
a finite-dimensional approximation. This approach known as the Faedo-Ritz- 
Galerkin approximation leads to a wide variety of discretizations of the prob- 
lem (13): among these, we recognize those related to the Finite Elements meth- 
ods. It is very simple to verify that the resulting linear systems have coefficient 
matrices A,(a) which are symmetric and nonnegative definite if the function a is 
essentially nonnegative [8,32]. Therefore, fixing the dimension , the matrix 
A,(a) can be viewed as a linear positive operator mapping nonnegative func- 
tions into nonegative definite Hermitian matrices [32]. 
Therefore, for this wide class of matrices Theorem 2.3 holds. 
If we consider the strong formulation, then, by choosing proper Finite Dif- 
ferences methods [33,32], we obtain again a family of matrices {A,(a)} which 
depend linearly with respect o functional coefficient a and which are nonneg- 
ative definite when function a is nonnegative. 
Therefore, also for this wide class of matrices Theorem 2.3 holds. 
Moreover, very recently, Tilli has defined a wide clans of matrices ~-  
which the author calls Locally Toeplitz matrices. These matrices are construct- 
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ed by using a "weight function" a ~ L'~([0, 1],~) and a structure function 
f E L2(Q, cg), Q = [_~, n] which is related to the Toeplitzness of the resulting 
matrices: ir. this case we say that the considered matrices are Locally Toeplitz 
with regard to the pair (a,f). When these matrices are Hermitian he proves 
that the product af is real almost everywhere and the eigenvalues enjoying 
the subsequent ergodic formula 
' f =~-~ F(a(x)f(y))) dx dy. n.---,~o n ~:  ] 
[0,1]×[-~,,~l 
(14) 
Notice that, as formula (12), also the latter is in the spirit of the general as- 
sumption (3): Here the probability space is the product space (121 x 122, 
/~l x/z2) with Ol --= [0, 1], 122 : Q and/q = m and lz 2 = m/2rt where m indicates 
the u'~ual Lebesgue measure over the space 91. 
h~ addition, without giving any detail which can be found in [37], we notice 
that the extension of the concept of Toeplitzness is a good one because the 
Toeplitz matrices {T,,(f)} are, as expected, also Locally Toeplitz with respect 
to the natural couple (1, f). 
For our purposes, the following two theorems are very important. 
Theorem 3.4 [37]. All the matrices related to a Finite Differences discretization 
scheme for Eq. (13) are Locally Toeplitz with regard to (a, f )  where f is a 
suitable nonnegative polynomial associated with the specific discretization 
method. 
Theorem 3.5 [32]. AH the matrices related to a Finite FJement discretization 
scheme (with locally supported functions and uniform meshes)Jor Eq. (13) are 
Locally Toeplitz with regard to (a, f )  where f is a suitable nonnegative 
polynomial associated with the specific discretization method. 
Now consider a discretization method (we can choose among Finite Differ- 
ences, Finite Elements). In this way a nonnegative function f is fixed: notice 
that, in the case of Finite Difference methods [29,11,33] or Finite Elements 
(with locally supported basis [32]), the function f is a nonzero nonnegative 
polynomial [33,2~.2]. Thereforefis parsely vanishing. Define the corresponding 
matrices {A, (a) } and the related preconditioned matrices 
{Pn(a, b) = A+~(b)An(a)} where b is nonnegative and sparsely vanishing. Auto- 
matically, in the light of Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 and in the light of Corollary 3.2, 
we have a strong and complete characterization f the behavior of the precon- 
ditioned matrices: in particular we know where the eigenvalues of {P,,(a, b)} 
range and how they are asymptotically distributed. Notice that this resu'it, be- 
sides its mathematical nd theoretical interest, has a noteworthy practical im- 
pact since each matrix An(l) generally enjoys the Toeplitz structure [32]. 
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Therefore if a is essentially positive, then the Toeplitz or Toeplitz-like sequence 
of matrices {A,(I)} is an optimal preconditioning sequence in the Axelsson 
Lindskog sense [2]: in addition, for these preconditioners we have a very de- 
tailed knowledge of the spectrum and therefore we can accurately predict the 
number of iterations of the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) metheds. 
Notice that the optimality of the preconditioner is not a trivial result: for in- 
stance, the well-known and customary preconditioning technique based on in- 
complete factorizations [17,18,15] or matrix algebras [5~13,16], in general, are 
sublinear equiring a number of iterations which cannot be bounded by a con- 
stant independent of the dimension . 
Finally, the preconditioner A,(I) can be enriched by using a symmetric di- 
agonal scaling and even for this case it ~s possible to carry out a complete anal- 
ysis of the localization and clustering of the related eigenvalues [29]. As shown 
in [29], the related PCG methods are often not only optimal but also su- 
perlinear (in the Axelsson l_,indskog sense [2]). In conclusion, in most of the 
cases, the complexity of the resulting Locally Toeplitz linear systems is reduced 
to the complexity of the Toeplitz ones: this fact is very welcome because, in the 
recent literature, we find a wide choice of very efficient (often optimal) methods 
for the solution of these systems [6,23,22,3,28] both in a sequential and parallel 
(PRAM) model of computation. 
3.2. Further remarks and exlension 
The tbllowing remarks concern the possibility of further generalizations of
the discussed results. 
If the spaces (I2 n It.) are not probability spaces but ltj(O~) = vj E (0, ~) ,  
then the ~:min results on the preconditioned matrices are still valid. The only 
difference in Theorem 3.1 is due to the quantity vj which plays a normalization 
role: in this theorem Eq. (10) changes as follows 
lim 1 ~--,r. ,.,,,~ I f  , ,__ ,n~,"t , ' . ,  )=  . F(f/g) dltj(xi). (15) 
f2t 
I f  l~./(f2i) = oc and lti(Oi) < ~ for vny i ¢= j ,  then the situation is more del- 
icate. For instance the constant function a i = ! does not belong to L~t' (f2/) with 
p] >t 1, Pi E ~J{. We consider the specific case of t2i c 9"t a with d >i 1 and 
itj(QJ) = ~-  In this case, with regard to Eq. (3) and when pj < ~c, in order 
to have integrability of F(aj) over f2j, we must impose that F (0 )= 0 and 
IF(y)l = O(lyV"). 
Therefore, the test functions F belong to the linear space of the co~,tinuous 
functions that fulfill these additional growth conditions. With this (natural) re- 
striction, the developed results can be extended: in this way it is possible to deal 
with the discretization of problems with unbounded omains. 
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The crucial assumption (3) states that the eigenvalues of {A,,(a)} are distrib- 
uted as the function l’$, aj(xi). This assumption has been heavily used in the 
proofs of the main Theorems 2.5, 2.6, and 3.1 but it is not necessary. Assume 
that the eigenvalues of {A,,(a)} are distributed as 
( ) 
nQj(xj) g(C4ii,...?ui,l)(Xil,....Xil,)r 
jE1 
where 0 = k - #I, {ii, . . . , in} = {l? . . . , k} \ I and g is nonnegative and sparse- 
ly vanishing if all the functions a;, , . . . , ai,, are nonnegative and sparsely vanish- 
ing. With these hypotheses the main ergodic results for the preconditioned 
matrices, namely, Theorems 2.5, 2.6 and 3.1 are valid with an unchanged 
proof. 
4. Conclusions 
Some very general theoretical results are proposed: their specific adaptations 
seem to be a very promising tool in order to analyze and discover new optimal 
and superlinear preconditioners in a surprisingly wide range of applications 
with particular attention to the linear systems arising in a differential and Toep- 
litz context. 
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